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I. We are to ________________ the __________.
A. Webster - “To _______________ something one considers
__________________.”
B. “Ephistemi” = ready = _____________ at your _________
ready to do your __________.
C. In ______________ and out of ______________.
1. Eukairos - when it’s ____________________.
2. Akairos - when it’’s _______ convenient.
D. Reprove = to _______________; to ________________.
E. Rebuke = to ___________ the ___________ of.
F. Exhort = to call __________; to _________________.
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II. Sound doctrine = _______________ _____________________.
A. Tickled = to hear something ___________________.
B. Accululate = to __________ together.
C. Muthos = myth = ___________________;
_____________________.
D. Sober = _________ and _________________ in spirit.
E. Evangelist = a _______________ of _________ news.
F. Plerophoreo = fulfill = to ___________ to full
________________, to carry out ___________.
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III. Spendo = ______________ out as an offering.
A. To ____________ one’s _________ or _____________ as a
____________________.
B. Departure = the time in which I will be _________________.
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IV. ___ things in fighting the _________ fight.
A. ______________ the good _________.
B. ________________ the ______________.
C. _________ the ___________.
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V. We will _______________ the __________ of
__________________.
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I. proclaim; Word
A. declare; important
B. always; post; duty
C. season; season
1. convenient
2. not
D. convict; convince
E. raise; price
F. near; encourage
II. healthy instruction
A. pleasant
B. heap
C. speculation; falsehood
D. calm; collected
E. bringer; good
F. bring; measure; fully
III. Poured
A. devote; life; blood; sacrifice
B. dissolved
IV. 3; good
A. Fought; fight
B. Finished; course
C. Kept; faith
V. receive; crown; righteousness

